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David Leadbeater wvas the president of the U of A students' union in
1969-70, thc conservative foil of the more radical SDU. This week,
the Gateway's Larry Saidmnar interviewcd a "rnew'
Leadbeater-sportiflq longer hair, wire-framed glasses and a more
" radical' political perspective. Hcre's what Leadbeater, now a
student at Oxford, had to say about students in politics.

Saidman: Do you feel that the students' council is becoming
nothing more than a training ground for future politicians?

Leadbeater: 1 think there's always been a tendency, Larry, for
student ptliticians ta be "Icareerists- or "opportunists" vhen it
cornes to student government power. Manyé of them use it as just
simply- a means of coilecting brownie points for their applications
for variaus corporations or pro fessional opportunities and so on.
But there are stiIl a group of swudents, even at the university of
Alberta, 1 feel, who are seriously interested in promo ting seriaus
student politics. At the moment my knowledge of the university of
Alberta is not detailed enough ta say who each individual persan is
and whether / think thiey1re giving any sort of seriaus leadership on
student palitical issues, but / think in general it'sfair ta say that the
present students' coundil is heading in that direction- towards a
corporatist idea of the students' union.

Saidman: What are some of the issues that students are concerned
about in Britain?

Leadbeater: Well, unlike Canada, the general situation in England is
very much more politîcal at the moment. This has partly been a
result of the seriaus difficulties that the British economy is facing:
inflation, unemployment, problems of gaing into the common
market, and the balance of payments, and s0 on. In terms of
students, they have been affected by inflation's cutting back their
grant money, housing, students not getting jobs and so on. Because
of this there'sa lot more interest on the part of students in getting
involved in seriaus political issues. Effective/y the national union of
students is under the leadership of left-wing and socialist forces and
is dealing seriously with questions like unemploymen t, gran ts and 50
on. 1 don't think ail students by any means, Jike. in Canada, are
poli tcal and aware. Bu t at the moment studen ts in England are more
on the move.

Saidman: Do you think, then, that there is more probability of
greater revolutionary changes taking place in Britain than there
would be in Canada?

Leadbeater: A t the moment / think so. 0f course, in France, a
neighbor ta En gland, there is a serious left-wing challenge ta the
governmen t. This is in the form of a coalition of legitimate parties,
under what is called'le programme commun'-a sacialist programme,
and antî-monopoly coalition, effectively, ta try and reorient the
direction of French society and a direct anti-capitalist attack in its
most basic form. Now Engiand doesn't quite have that. But it's
certainly at the moment true that the working classes are uniting
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